Wipro’s Enterprise Cloud
Accelerator (ECA) framework
A one-click transformation from Oracle-Hyperion Enterprise
Performance Management to the Anaplan Cloud
On-premises Oracle-Hyperion EPM users
seek guidance about how to leverage cloud
EPM solutions, such as Anaplan, to enhance
and connect their planning across the entire
organization. Wipro’s Enterprise Cloud
Accelerator (ECA), a one-click transformation
solution allows clients to build on existing
investments while accelerating their cloud
transformation roadmap, testing, and value.

71% of customers
surveyed indicated that
faster transformation to
the cloud would be vital
to the success of cloud
EPM products.
STUDY BY ‘CLOUD FOR BUSINESS MANAGERS:
THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY’

Why ECA?
ECA:
•

Enables customers to refine their investment in Oracle-Hyperion Planning and Essbase
applications, and helps realize the benefits of Connected Planning with Anaplan

•

Transforms Oracle-Hyperion online application objects into an Anaplan deployable model

•

Migrates Oracle-Hyperion application data from on-premises into an Anaplan cloud environment
and model

•

Automates extraction of incremental metadata and data from Oracle-Hyperion into Anaplan

ECA: Enterprise Cloud Accelerator Architecture

Solution Overview

AUDIT TRAIL SERVICE

Using this tool, clients can import their Oracle-Hyperion
data, metadata, dimensions, and hierarchies into Anaplan
with “one-click.” This facilitates an efficient environment
to start building in Anaplan with the core structure and
information already in place.

•

Anaplan endorses ECA for providing automated
data importation that speeds up the modeling and
development of data and master data structures.

Key Features
USER INTERFACE
•

On-demand ability to transform Oracle-Hyperion
applications into Anaplan models

•

Live migration visualization of progress and
functionality for point of failure restart

METADATA SERVICE
•

Hierarchies, dimensions, alternate rollups, attributes

DATA SERVICE
•

On-demand application data migration

•

Routines to pull the incremental data from OracleHyperion into Anaplan

Logging capabilities: Audit trail for the data and
metadata load and point of failure

Key Benefits
•

Take advantage of Anaplan’s flexibility for modeling
planning processes that on-premises EPM tools
cannot address

•

Speed up Oracle-Hyperion model migration or
comparison to Anaplan Connected Planning

•

Create an Anaplan Connected Planning roadmap
leveraging the existing on-premises EPM landscape

•

Provide an efficient environment for migrating an
Oracle-Hyperion planning process to Anaplan or to
co-exist with Anaplan

Accelerate the migration
from on-premises OracleHyperion applications to
the Anaplan platform.

About Anaplan
Anaplan is driving a new age of connected planning. Large and fast-growing
organizations use Anaplan’s cloud platform in every business function to make betterinformed plans and decisions and drive faster, more effective planning processes.
Anaplan also provides support, training, and planning transformation advisory services.
Anaplan is a privately held company based in San Francisco with 18 offices and over
150 expert partners worldwide. To learn more, visit anaplan.com.

